In the present paper a way of geometrization of electrodynamics is proposed, which makes use of a generalization of Riemannian geometry considered already by Einstein and Cartan in the 20ies. Cartan's differential forms description of a teleparallel space-time with torsion is modified by introducing distortion 1-forms instead of the basis 1-forms ω α which correspond to the distortion tensor in dislocation theory. The interplay between the first and second Bianchi identity and between their structure equations is seen as the action of an antisymmetry operator (trace of the exterior product with the basis 1-forms ω α ) which is dual to the contraction operator. Under the condition of teleparallelism, the antisymmetrized part of the distorsion 1-form is proposed as electromagnetic field, whereas the antisymmetrized part of torsion contributes to the electromagnetic current. Cartan's structure equations, the Bianchi identities, Maxwell's equations and the continuity equation are thus linked in a most simple way. However, the superposition principle turns out to hold for weak electromagnetic fields only. The Levi-Civita connection yields as usual the gravitational phenomena on a large scale, whereas the teleparallel connection is assumed to describe electrodynamics and microphysics. After these purely geometric considerations a physical interpretation of the derived equations, using analogies to the theory of defects in ordered media, is given. Considering closed loops in dislocation theory, a simple defect appears as source of the electromagnetic field, giving evidence for a quantization of the electric charge. Further congruences with quantum mechanical observations that arise are discussed, supporting the hypothesis that elementary particles may be described as topological defects of space-time. Finally, the implications on dimensions of the respective physical quantities are investigated. In agreement with the differential geometry results, 1 a dimensional analysis indicates that the physical unit (lenght) 2 rather than As is an appropriate description of the electric charge.
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Introduction
Two independent developments led to the following considerations. In the early 50ies, it was discovered by Kondo [1] and independently by Bilby et al. [2] that topological defects in crystalline bodies, namely dislocations, are described adequately in terms of differential geometry. Cartan's torsion tensor was shown to be equivalent to the dislocation density. It was Kondo himself, who stressed in a series of papers [1] [3] that this discovery may have some impact not only for material sciences. Kröner completed this theory in an outstandingly clear way [4] [5] and obtained many results that remind us from electrodynamics. More general texts about dislocations are [6] and [7] . I the meantime, many researchers felt particulary attracted by the beauty of this theory which includes the mathematics of general relativity (GR) as a special case. With Kröner's words: " We have seen that Riemannian geometry was to narrow to describe dislocations in crystals. Is there a reason why space-time has to be described by a connection that is less general than the general metric-compatible affine connection ?" The second reason for dealing with this topic is Einstein's so-called teleparallelism attempt towards a unified field theory, grown out of the correspondence with Elie Cartan [8] and cumulating in an article in the Annalen der Mathematik in 1930 [9] . For several reasons 1 this attempt remained incomplete. However, just the fact that Einstein, trying to create a unified theory of electrodynamics and gravitation, considered the same extension of Riemannian geometry that has shown to describe very exciting properties in defect theory and which makes use of Cartan's torsion tensor, is a remarkable coincidence. Unfortunately, most physicits have associated Einstein's belief in the existence of a unified theory in this context to his continuous objections to quantum mechanics. It is one of the main purposes of this paper to show that there is no contradiction between quantum mechanics and a differential geometry approach to a unified theory but even many interesting congruences between quantum mechanical observations and facts emerging from geometry. In section 2, the differential geometry of a 4-dimensional manifold is revisited in differential forms language using Cartan's moving frame method that focusses on integrability conditions. With a modification of the basis 1-forms it is shown how Maxwell's equations are formally obtained by generalizing the concept of contraction and antisymmetrizing. Thereby it is assumed that on a large scale, the Levi-Civita connection describes as usual GR, whereas a teleparallel connection governs physics on a microscopic level, generating two kinds of geodesics, namely extremals (depending on the metric only) and autoparallels. Contrarily to Einstein's conviction, this proposal allows singularities in space-time which are Dirac-valued in torsion and curvature. In section 3, a visualization of the obtained results by means of dislocation theory is given. The starting point is the Lorentz-invariance of the motion of dislocations, whereby the velocity of shear waves is analogous to the velocity of light. A generalization of dislocation theory with finite-size defects, which are described by homotopy theory, is needed for a physical interpretation of the quantity representing the current. Therefore, the proposed geometrization of electrodynamics seems to require a quantization of the electric charge. Further similarities of the present theory to quantum mechanis are discussed, at the present stage necessarily in a qualitative manner. In section 4, some dimensional analysis remarks about physical units are given. Although these remarks may not be considered sufficiently convincing for founding a physical theory by themselves, their implications fit to the previously developed results. The present theory is not yet discussed under the perspective of gauge theories; the reader is referred to the discussion of Vercin [11] , who considered a variety of possible Lagrangians. Hehl [12] gave a review of the use of torsion in general relativity relating the torsion tensor to spin. A good overview about torsion and related concepts is [13] . Recent related approaches towards a unified description of GR and electrodynamics have been made by Davies [14] 2 Differential geometry of a 4-dimensional manifold with curvature and torsion
We shall look at the differential geometry of a 4-dimensional manifold according to the scheme outlined in Tab. I. It is inspired by the exposition given by Vargas [15] . The question is under which conditions the p-forms in Tab. I over the whole manifold can be defined. The 'natural' differential operator for forms is the exterior derivative, but vectors have covariant derivatives. 
Integrability conditions
Cartan [20] [21] developed the theory of affine connections starting from the integrability conditions of the affine group. He introduced the vector equation for a point P in an arbitrary fixed basis a µ as
whereas a frame is given by
Differentiating the affine group with elements (
; that means, the usual exterior derivative operator d is applied also to the basis e µ :
and 
and
These are the integrability conditions for the group, the neccessary conditions for the existance of global coordinates and frames on a manifold. On the other hand, eqns. (5) and (6) will be used as definitions for torsion and curvature if the terms on the r.h.s. do not vanish. Torsion and curvature stand for the failure of integrability of the system (3) and (4).
Equations of structure and Bianchi identities
Going one level down in Tab. I, analougous arguments apply: rather than integrating the connections and obtaining the Lie group, the connections are now considered as the basic quantities. For example, in GR, the Riemannian curvature tensor is defined by
where Γ κ µλ is the Levi-Civita-connection. However, eqn. (7) holds as well for a more general affine connection which is not neccessarily symmetric in the lower two indices. In differential forms language, eqn. (7) is called the 2nd structure equation and takes the form
omitting the form indices in eqn. (7) . One should note that (8) is not obtained by applying the covariant derivative with respect to all 3 indices of the connection. This would be a innatural operation that does not lead to integrability conditions. Using differential forms language of Cartan puts in evidence the fundamental difference between the value indices λ and κ and the form indices µ and ν. The latter define the surface on which a 2-form 'lives'. R κ λ is the curvature 2-form and ω κ λ is the connection 1-form, both of them take values in the Lie algebra of the affine group. To obtain the integrability conditions for the connections, one has to differentiate (8):
This is called the 2nd Bianchi identity. Analogously to (5) with nonvanishing r.h.s., one differentiatiates the vector-valued basis 1-forms ω λ , and obtains the torsion tensor:
which is called 1st structure equation. The integrability conditions for the basis 1-forms are obtained by differentiation of the vector-valued 2-form torsion 2 :
which is called 1st Bianchi identity. The Bianchi identities are the integrability conditions the fields have to satisfy in order to yield well-defined connections. If torsion and curvature are chosen independently without satisfying the Bianchi identities, the pair of connections (ω µ , ω µ ν ) cannot be defined any more. In the following, we will investigate the interplay of the two branches that led to the 1st and 2nd Bianchi identity. In a situation with vanishing curvature, i.e. breaking only the integrability conditions for the vector equation, one can still integrate eqn. 6 and obtain a globally defined frame e µ , whereas the opposite constraint, curvature with zero torsion like in GR, does not even allow the integration of eqn. 5, because the nonintegrable frame e µ 'spoils' also eqn. 5. In conclusion, one may, discarding the connections, descend further in Tab. I and consider the integrability conditions for the fields: the currents, now defined as the nonvanishing r.h.s. of (9) and (11) 3 still have to satisfy their continuity equations (vanishing 4-forms in Tab. I) in order to yield well-defined fields.
Teleparallel description of General Relativity
In the following I will consider a teleparallel geometry, that means the curvature 2-form R µ λ vanishes everywhere. This does, however, not change the physical properties of space-time. At first hand it can be seen as a formal replacement of the Levi-Civita connection by a teleparallel connetion. Since there is a freedom in choosing the connection this can always be done by adding the so-called contorsion tensor [23] [24]
where T κ µν are the components of torsion. In this case the Riemannian curvature tensor of GR (which is obtained from the Levi-Civita connection) can be expressed in terms of torsion and its derivatives (cfr. [23] , 4.22) . In this case, the usual geodesics (extremals determined by the metric only) have to be distinguished from autoparallels. For example, the ususal geodesics (extremals) on a sphere are great circles. As between the vector and the straight line in Mercator's projection fixed. The geometry becomes teleparallel, but has nonzero torsion. The meridians are in this case autoparallels rather than geodesics determined by the metric (extremals). Transporting a vector along a closed path around one of the poles (see dotted line in Fig. 1 ), however, yields a whole turn of 2π. We may regard the two poles as having Dirac-valued curvature. In this case, integrating the curvature over the whole sphere still yields 4π, as required by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. In a similar manner, one may change the Levi-Civita connection that describes GR and obtain teleparallelism all over space-time. The price one has to pay is singularities (point or line defects) where the torsion is divergent. As a consequence, space-time becomes multiple connected. On a large scale, however, when one integrates the (Dirac-valued) singularities, space-time still has curvature and the Levi-Civita connection describes macrogeometry properly. For a teleparallel version of GR, see also [22] .
Contraction and antisymmetry operators
Integrability condition are important because they are necessary obtain quantities with a potential physical meaning. In section 2.1, the differential operator D was defined according to this prerequisites. The question is if there are other 'natural' operators acting on vector and tensor valued forms that could yield physically relevant quantities. In conventional tensor analysis, traces are important because they are invariant under coordinate transformations. The same holds for the antisymmetric part of a tensor. To formulate this in differential forms language, we look first at the sketch Fig. 2 which summarizes the equations of section 2.2: The right column represents the 1st structure equation and 1st Bianchi identity, the left one the 2nd structure equation and 2nd Bianchi identity. D raises the degree of a form, without changing the type of the form (tensor-, vector-valuedness). There are, however, relations among the columns: in holonomic coordinate systems (dω ν = 0), the torsion tensor is defined as the antisymmetric part of the connection. Generally, the term ω ν ∧ ω λ ν contributes to torsion, whereas ω ν ∧ R κ ν appears in the first Bianchi identity. Exterior multiplication with the basis 1-forms ω µ (whereby the sum over the doubled index µ is taken) is the generalized antisymmetry operator A that raises the degree of a form, but lowers the degree of the value indices. By the action of A the connection 1-form is transformed into a vector valued 2-form (which is, in the holonomic case, torsion); the tensor-valued Riemannian curvature 2-form is transformed into a vector-valued 3-form ω ν ∧ R κ ν which contributes to the 'current' of torsion J T . Analogously, contraction is performed by interior multiplication with the basis 1-forms ω µ (again, the sum over the doubled index µ is taken). To extend the action of A and C to covariant indices, one has to lower the index of ω ν by multiplication with the metric: ω µ := g µν ω ν . Equivalently, one could use the Hodge star isomorphism * that transforms in a 4-dimensional manifold a p-form into a (4 − p)-form. It is easy to see that * A * lowers the degree of a form and * C * rises the degree of a form, while the type of the form is changed from tensor-valued to vector-valued (or vector-valued to scalar-valued). Thus, the antisymmetry operator A can be seen dual to the contraction operator C. The Hodge star operator, however, may be combined as well with the exterior derivative or with D. Together with ∆ := * D * , D, A and C form a set of four important operators acting on tensor-and vector valued differential forms.
The distortion 1-forms θ µ
We have seen that ω ν ∧ ω λ ν contributes to torsion and ω ν ∧ R κ ν to its current. We may formally extend this action of the antisymmetry operator to the 'top level' of the left column in Fig. 2 , the 0-form A ν µ which takes values in the linear group, and consider instead of ω ν the term
which I shall call distortion 1-form, referring already to the physical interpretation given in section 3. Using the definition of ω ν yields
where δ ν µ is the Kronecker delta (0-form). It follows that dθ ν = dω ν . Therefore, the 1st equation of structure and Bianchi identity are not affected by this modification. This definition takes into account that dA 
Maxwell's equations
In the most general situation outlined in Fig. 3 , I consider again a teleparallel geometry with a vanishing curvature 2-form R is integrable and the 0-forms A ν µ can be defined in every point of the manifold. A straightforward extension of the relations in Fig. 2 is applying the antisymmetry operator to the distortion 1-forms θ µ (Since ω µ ∧ ω µ is zero, this would have been senseless without introducing θ ν ), which is equivalent to applying the antisymmetry operator with respect to both indices of A ν µ :
? For reasons that will become clear soon I call the resulting 2-form F * , the tensor dual to the electromagnetic field 4 . Exterior differentiation yields
with the 3-form J * . Analogous to the other relations in Fig. 3 , the antisymmetrized torsion ω µ ∧ T µ contributes to J * 5 . Considering dω ν = dθ ν and the definition of ω ν and θ ν , (16) may also be written as
As the reader may have noted, one can now obtain Maxwell's 2nd pair of equations δF := * d * F = J by identifying the 2-form F * with the dual of the electromagnetic field 2-form F and by identifying J * with the 3-form dual to the current J. Poincare's lemma dd = 0, applied to F * , yields the continuity equation. Both equations appear in the '0th column' to the right of Fig. 3 as Bianchi identity and continuity equation 6 . Eqn. 16, written as δF = J does not determine completely the 2-form F * . The remaining degree of freedom can be used to satisfy Maxwell's 1st pair of equations, dF = 0, or equivalently, by introducing the vector potential A with dA = F . One should not forget, however, that due to deRham's theorem, there is still a degree of freedom left for F , since every harmonic 7 form H satisfies dH = δH = 0. Therefore, F is only determined up to a harmonic form. At this stage the reader may be concerned about the fact that the proposed quantity for the electromagnetic field may be brought locally to zero by transformations of the Linear group GL(3, 1) with elements A ν µ and their inverses B ν µ . Since this is not possible globally, one will see in section 3, that for nontrivial topologies of space-time the definition of F * does not contradict experience. The proposed equation, however, contains a nonlinearity. If we consider a purely electric field, antisymmetrizing the elements of GL(3) with A ν µ ∧ ω ν ∧ ω µ corresponds (up to a double cover) to a projection on SO(3). In SO(3), only elements close to unity are commutative, that means that the superposition principle is valid for weak electromagnetic fields only. 4 Einstein made in his 1930 paper [9] a similar proposal while dealing with the 'antisymmetric part a' of the vierbeins h in section 5 'first approximation'. 5 It is worth mentioning that the quantity T µ ∧ ωµ was considered already by Einstein in 1930 [9] , eqn. 33 and [25] , eqns. (31)- (32) . In the context of Chern-Simons theory, [22] and [26] discussed it. 6 Hehl [12] calls an identity involving the tensor of nonmetricity '0th' Bianchi identity. 7 more precisely, one should say primitively harmonic form, since we may deal with nontrivial topologies.
An elastic continuum with defects as model for a space-time with particles
Since differential geometry has shown to describe the physics of defects [1] [2]
[4] [5] , I will now try to use the theory of dislocations for visualizing the results obtained in the previous section. Since in a dislocated crystal directions of vectors may be compared globally, it can be described by a teleparallel geometry discussed in the previous section. It is clear that the physics of defects in a real crystal cannot completely equivalent to the physics of space-time, but one may use the concept of the 'continuized crystal' [5] it as a model providing further insight. I will, however, not only assume finite dislocation densities as in the limiting process pointed out by [5] which justifies the description of dislocation density as torsion 2-form, but also consider line singularities which are Diracvalued in torsion. In this case one would have a space-time-continuum in which curvature vanishes everywhere but due to line singularities it becomes a multiple connected manifold. It will be helpful here to be familiar with the concept of the 'internal observer' in a crystal introduced by Kröner [5] , see also [27] . The internal observer measures distances by counting lattice points. He is unable to detect deformations or waves of the elastic space-time-continuum, as long those do not manifest themselves in defects. This reminds us from a quantum mechanical observer, who's measuring process requires the interaction of elementary particles. The most important presupposition is, of course, the appropriate description of Lorentzinvariance.
Lorentz-invariance in dislocation theory
Cartan's structure equations and the Bianchi identities are the natural nonlinear generalizations of the definitions and the governing equations in defect theory [11] . For example, the 1st Bianchi identity expresses the fact that dislocations may not end inside a crystalline body (teleparallelism). The discovery of a special-relativity-like behaviour of dislocations goes back to Frank [28] and Eshelby [29] in 1949 . They showed that when a screw dislocation moves with velocity v it suffers a longitudinal contraction by the factor 1 − v 2 c 2 , where c is the velocity of transverse sound. The total energy of the moving dislocation is given by the formula E = E 0 1 − v 2 c 2 , where E 0 is the potential energy of the dislocation at rest. These old, but exciting results were recently extended to a Lorentz-invariant theory of defect dynamics by [30] [31] . In real media, two velocities for longitudinal and transversal sound exist. This was considered as an obstruction by several authors [32] [33] to a complete analogy between a continuum with defects and space-time with matter, since longitudinal sound is always faster and two different c's would destroy the relativistic description.
However, space-time can be assumed to be 'incompressible' 8 .If one goes to the limit of infinite velocity for longitudinal sound, the formulas (12) and (13) in [29] yield only distorsions of shear type. Since every defect causes also shear distorsions, it causes shear distorions only in the limit of incompressibility. Therefore no defect defect matter may propagate faster than the velocity of transverse sound, otherwise its energy would become infinite. Since space-time is no ordinary matter, there is no physical contradiction in the assumption of incompressibility. Therefore, following [11] , defect dynamics may be described formally in a 4-dimensional space-time with torsion and Lorentzian signature of the metric.
'Quantization' of screw disclinations
There are two distinct types of dislocations, screw and edge dislocations 9 , each of them causing different distorsions of the crystal. This means that there is a certain separability of the physics of screw and edge dislocations. Of particular interest are here screw dislocations, because the expression obtained above by antisymmetrizing the torsion tensor gave a contribution to the current J * . Torsion is equivalent to the dislocation density tensor α λ κµ and the density of screw dislocations is described by mixing the indices κµλ. Before going further in relating the two types of dislocations to electromagnetism and gravitation, one has to realize that dislocations are line singularities, whereas elementary particles are expected to be point-like defects. Therefore, we are interested in finding the most simple possible defects in an elastic continuum that (at least macroscopically) appear as point-like. Since dislocations cannot end within the crystal unless there is curvature, it is an immediate guess to consider closed dislocation loops. The problem is that in crystals no closed screw dislocation loops exist. Rather closed loops of dislocations consist of two pairs of screw and edge dislocations of opposite sign each other 10 . This defect can be visualized by cutting the continuum along a surface, displacing the two faces against each other by the amount of the Burgers vector and rejoining them again by gluing. Similarly we can think of cutting a (circular) surface, twisting the faces, and gluing them together again (see also Fig. 4 ). This would correspond to a closed screw dislocation loop, but a crystal lattice resembling distant parallelism cannot be defined any more. In another context, this kind of defect has been investigated by Huang and Mura [37] , who called it edge disclination, referring to disclination theory. The twisting angle is called Frank vector there. If a vector is transported parallely along a path going through this 'screw dislocation loop' , the twisting would yield a nonvanishing Riemannian curvature tensor (which indeed, describes defects in disclination theory). In the case the 'screw dislocation loop' is a Dirac-valued line singularity of finite Figure 4 : A screw dislocation has a Burgers vector parallel to the dislocation line. The defect depicted here is locally equivalent to a screw dislocation, if the twisting (Frank) vector is small, otherwise the Burgers vector degenerates to a curved object.
size, one can resolve, however, the problem by allowing only multiples of 2π as twisting angles, thus maintaining the teleparallel structure. It is interesting that the restriction of teleparallelism, that led to Maxwell's equations in section 2.6, now applied to dislocation theory, requires this kind of quantization of the term corresponding to the electric charge. I propose this defect as a candidate for describing the electron. The 0th component of the 3-form obtained by antisymmetrizing the torsion 2-form is proportional to the amount of area enclosed in the 'screw dislocation loop', since the length of the dislocation -assuming multiples of 2π as Frank vector -is multiplied with a 'degenerate' Burgers vector, whose length is again proportional to the length of the loop. Therefore, charge can be seen as the amount of 'twisted area' of all defects in a volume, regardless their directions of the Frank vector. To ease understanding, only the static 3-dimensional case of screw dislocations was discussed here, which corresponds to the 0th component of the 4-dimensional current (charge). One should,however, remember, that the Lorentzinvariant properties of defect dynamics allow a formal description in 4 dimensions. Therefore components involving time should behave alike. For example, a current in x-direction may be described as a srew dislocation loop with symmetry axis x moving in time direction.
Homotopy groups
The electromagnetic field, according to this proposal, takes values in the Lorentz group, SO(3, 1), a pure electric field in the subgroup SO(3). This sounds very strange, since the entire electromagnetic field, not only the purely electric or magnetic part could vanish under Lorentz transformations. This does, however, hold only locally. If we consider the inside of the 'closed screw dislocation loop' which, according to its screwsense, represents an electron or positron, its inside is rotated by a amount of π relative to a point at infinite distance where the electric field vanishes. A rotation of the coordinate system could make the inside and vicinity of the electron nearly field-free but would cause a homogenous electric field of (maximum) value π far from the defect. Therefore, such a transformation changes not only the electromagnetic field but also the nature of its test particles in a manner that leaves the physical situation unchanged. In other words, the topology of a space-time with these defects generates a preferential coordinate system, according to which we usually define the electromagnetic field. As a consequence of the present theory, the superposition principle holds only as an approximation for weak fields. Therefore, the Lagrangians considered in [11] should depend also on A ν µ . Topological defecs are classified by homotopy groups. If we look at the static case of three dimensions, line defects are described by the fundamental group π 1 , whereas the second homotopy group π 2 classifies point defects.
In terms of principal fibre bundles, during parallel transport along a path a vector undergoes a transformation, which is in the above case an element of the fibre SO(3). The closed path through the 'screw dislocation loop' yields a whole rotation by an angle of 2π, corresponding to a nontrivial element of the first homotopy group of the fiber SO(3). Since π 1 (SO (3)) is Z Z 2 , we have the problem that two defects, each of them representing an electron, cancel out 11 by the rule 1 + 1 = 0. Coiled line defects, however, do influence also higher homotopy groups (for example π 2 is influenced by π 1 of the projective plane, see [38] [39] ). Since in the case of SO(3) π 2 is 0, no topologically stable point defects may exist. The solution to this dilemma may be a defect called Shankar's monopole [40] , representing the the nontrivial element 1 of the third homotopy group π 3 (SO(3)), which is Z Z. Considering their 'screwsense', it is hardly conceivable that two 'screw dislocation loops' could merge in a way that makes the distorsion of the continuum disintegrate completely. I suppose rather that two 'screw dislocation loops' could form a Shankar monopole. In this case, π 1 would vanishes, but π 3 (rather than π 2 ) would be influenced by the fundamental group π 1 . Experimentally, this would coincide with the radial symmetry of the 1S 2 state of the wave function of the hydrogen atom.
Quantum mechanical effects
This section is a collection of several properties of defect physics that are in agreement with quantum mechanical observations. My considerations are based on the following assumptions:
• The Lorentz-invariance described in section 3.1 can be extended to the 11 The same holds for the Lorentz group, SO(3, 1).
'screw dislocation loop' and other defects. Then, space-time may be described by an incompressible elastic continuum, whereby the velocity of shear waves (transversal sound) takes the part of the velocity of light.
• Space-time is distortable. When stress becomes too large or acts for a long time, it 'wrenches' and builds defect pairs. The tendency to produce these topological defects is governed by the value of Planck's constant h.
• Only defects are detectable. I refer here again to the concept of the 'internal observer' in a crystal introduced by [5] . Any quantum mechanical observer is an 'internal observer' in this sense. He may by no means detect distorsions or waves of the elastic space-time-continuum, as long those do not manifest themselves in defects.
Given these assuptions,
• it arises very naturally that elementary particles have no radial symmetry. Furthermore, the defect I suspect to describe the electron, has handedness, in agreement with the CP-violation.
• topological defects allow an obvious and intuitive understanding of the pair creation and pair annihilation processes.
• As a consequence, defects are indistinguishable. There is no method to detect whether a defect propagating from point A to B goes a 'direct' path or has a creation-anihilation process plugged in between (Feynman graphs).
• Defects cannot be described properly as waves only, nor being classical particles. Rather a field may be seen as a 'tendency to genereate defects'.
• Considering the double slit experiment it makes no sense to say the defect went the one way or the other, since throughpassing is a change of the topology of the whole system.
• A 'background temperature' consisting of oscillations of the elastic continuum, may cause non predictable random fluctuations of the equations of motion on a microscopic level (vacuum fluctuations). As in quantum mechanics, complete determinism would be impossible as a matter of principle.
Dimensional analysis
Dimensional analysis,the method on which the following remarks are based, has been developed by Bridgeman [41] . Recent work in analysing unification theories by considering fundamental constants was done by [42] , [43] , [44] and [45] .
Definitions
There is an analogy between linear independent vectors in a n-dimensional vector space and fundamental constants. n vectors v i are linear independent if
implies a i = 0 for all i. Let's call dim(c) the SI units of an expression c containing fundamental constants. The Operator dim defines an equivalence relation, for example n ∼ = 1 holds for any real number n. N fundamental constants c i are called independent, if from
d i ∈ R, follows γ i = 0 for all i. For example, the speed of light c, dielectricity ǫ and permeability µ are not independent because µǫ= 1 c 2 . A set of fundamental constants generates a space of SI units; from h, G and c we obtain by a 'basis transformation' the SI units m, kg, s:
where the matrix elements denote exponemts. Addition in the common matrix algebra is replaced by multiplication. The thus obtained units are known as Planck's units.
The vector space of fundamental constants
I will prove now : kg / ∈ span(h, c, ǫ, e). Proof:h, c, ǫ, e are dependent, because
because the fine structure constant α is dimensionless. It follows span(h, c, ǫ, e)= span(h, c, e), because (h, c, e) are independent. If
then γ = 0, because there is no way of getting rid of the Ampères. While the ligth speed c transforms s into m only, the m 2 in the denominator of dim(h) can never be compensated by any power α, β and δ . Therefore, α = β = δ = 0 follows.
Given the present unit system, a formula for the electron mass involves necessarily G. This gives some evidence that a unification of electromagnetism and quantum theory could only be achieved in the context of general relativity, and therefore differential geometry. For several reasons, however, I doubt that -holding up the present physical unit system -a unified theory that predicts masses could be obtained at all :
• There are basically two possibilities of obtaining mass from the set h, c, ǫ, e and G:
ǫG and hc G . The first does not contain h and can therefore not resemble quantum behaviour, whereas the latter has neither e nor ǫ, consequently no electrodynamics in it 12 .
• Both expressions differ by 20 orders of magnitude from the electron mass. It is very unlikely that a unifying theory can give a simple formula for a factor 10 20 . A similar remark was given in [46] .
• It would be still an open question to calculate the electromagnetic part of the electron mass (an expression, that obviously should not involve G).
The electromagnetic units Ampère, Volt etc. are rather arbitrary. Let us remind that at Maxwell's time Coulumb's law was written F = Table 2 .
As one can easily verify, all physical laws remain unchanged. Of course, the choice of m 2 is motivated by the fact that the antisymmetric part of torsion, like torsion itself, has the physical unit m −1 , or m 2 per volume. Looking at Fig. 3 , all quantities on topleft -bottomright diagonals have the same physical units. By modifying the unit system in the proposed manner, one gaines the possibility of obtaining a formula of the electron self-energy, for example hc √ e -without G. If one relates this order of magnitude to the experimental value E el = 0.511M eV , the electron can be assumed to be a topological defect (as described in section 3.2) of the order 10 −24 m 2 , the square of Compton's wavelength. This is certainly be more realistic than the Planck length of 10 −35 m, but can hardly be tested unless an experimental method for determining the size of the topological defect is developed. If, however, other types of defects representing neutrons and protons can be found, a prediction of mass ratios should be possible if one assumes that the sizes of the respective defects (in m or m 2 ) have simple ratios.
Outlook
The outstanding importance of the spin in quantum mechanics is not included yet. The Lorentz-invariance in defect dynamics has only be proven rigidly for straight screw disocations. Although the defects described here can be expected to behave in the same manner, a (much more complicated) proof has still to be given.
To derive equations of motion, Lagrange densities have to be found. Until now, a defect description has only been proposed for the electron, not for the neutron and the proton. The success or failure of the present theory will depend on the possibility of finding a model also for the latter elementary particles. The possibility of calculating self-energies of elementary particles, however, does not seem remote, since the electromagnetic field, taking values in SO(3, 1), is finite everywhere. Unfortunately, the lack of experimental methods for measuring the 'radius' of the electron does not allow a testable prediction. Additional models for other particles should, however, lead to a prediction of the respective mass ratios. Furthermore, the violation of the superposition principle for electromagnetic fields may be tested experimentally. The main conceptual advantage of defect theory is that many properties of elementary particles to which we are familiar due to our experimental experience, like pair creation and anihilation, quantum statistics, wave-particle dualism, antiparticles, CP violation, nonexistence of radial symmetry and others appear to have a certain logical interplay.
